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Input file structure
A configuration file is used to specify the properties of the input to SatelliteDL. 
This system attempts to be:

• easy to use

• extendable to other data file formats

For example, an input configuration file may start off with a few definitions that 
can be used in later specifications:

# Global options available from any section.
home:              ~
data_dir:          %(home)s/data

Configuration files can specify one or more data input sections, for example, a 
“MODIS L2” section to define the location of the MODIS files and the variables 
to extract from them.

# Options to read MODIS L2 Aqua AOD variables.
[ MODIS L2 ]
asdc_dir:          %(data_dir)s/ASDC_archive
aqua_dir:          %(asdc_dir)s/MODIS/Aqua/C5
terra_dir:         %(asdc_dir)s/MODIS/Terra/C5
satellites:        [ Aqua ]
variables:         [ Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean,
                     Deep_Blue_Aerosol_Optical_Depth_550_Land
                     ]

The geospatial grid that the data is binned to is defined in a netCDF file that is 
specified in the Grid section. The time step and range are also specified in the 
Grid section.

# Lat/lon and time grid values.
[ Grid ]
# netCDF with lon, lat, and weight variables
filename:         %(sdl_dir)s/data/grids/NCEP-T62.nc
# time_step accepts HH:MM or a number of
# minutes, hours, or days
time_step:        5 minutes
# date_range composed of YYYYMMDD or YYYYMMDDHHMM values
date_range:       [201103010630, 201103021815]

There are further sections for defining the logging, database properties, plots, 
and reports.

User-defined ingest method
It is possible for users to define their own routines to ingest new data file 
formats already known by SatelliteDL. For example, the calling syntax for the 
MODIS L2 ingest routine is:

pro sdl_ingest_modis_l2, config_filename=config_filename, $
                         section=section, $
                         database=database

The ingest routine has access to all the configuration parameters, such as what 
variables to extract:

config = sdl_read_config(config_filename, /fold_case)
variables = config->get('variables', section=‘MODIS L2’, $
                        /extract, count=n_variables)

Messages are logged as needed:

mg_log, 'searching %d to %d', begin_date, end_date, $
        name='SDL/MODIS', /informational

Data is binned into the grid in the database object as it is read:

database->grid_accumulate, variables[v], $
                           data, lon_data, lat_data, $
                           time_data

Finally, the database file is written:

database->write, database_filename, options=config

Abstract
SatelliteDL is an IDL toolkit for the analysis of satellite Earth observations from 
a diverse set of platforms and sensors. The core function of the toolkit is the 
spatial and temporal alignment of satellite swath and geostationary data.

The design features an abstraction layer that allows for easy inclusion of new 
datasets in a modular way. Our overarching objective is to create utilities that 
automate the mundane aspects of satellite data analysis, are extensible and 
maintainable, and do not place limitations on the analysis itself. IDL has a 
powerful suite of statistical and visualization tools that can be used in 
conjunction with SatelliteDL.

Toward this end we have constructed SatelliteDL to include

1. HTML and LaTeX API document generation,

2. a unit test framework,

3. automatic message and error logs,

4. HTML and LaTeX plot and table generation, and

5. several real world examples with bundled datasets available for download.

For ease of use, datasets, variables and optional workflows may be specified in 
a flexible format configuration file. Configuration statements may specify, for 
example, a region and date range, and the creation of images, plots and 
statistical summary tables for a long list of variables.

SatelliteDL enforces data provenance; all data should be traceable and 
reproducible. The output netCDF file metadata holds a complete history of the 
original datasets and their transformations, and a method exists to reconstruct 
a configuration file from this information.

Release 1.0.0 distributes with ingest methods for GOES, MODIS, VIIRS and 
CERES radiance data (L1) as well as select 2D atmosphere products (L2) such 
as aerosol and cloud (MODIS and VIIRS) and radiant flux (CERES).

Future releases will provide ingest methods for ocean and land surface 
products, gridded and time averaged datasets (L3 Daily, Monthly and Yearly), 
and support for 3D products such as temperature and water vapor profiles.

Emphasis will be on NPP Sensor, Environmental and Climate Data Records as 
they become available.

To obtain SatelliteDL, please visit the project website at

http://www.txcorp.com/SatelliteDL
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Parallel computations
SatelliteDL jobs can be easily done in parallel. The basic features of this 
system include:

• automatically break up job by date range based on number of cores/
workers available

• automatically merge results into a single database file after computations 
are finished

• uses Message Passing Interface (MPI) to make use of many core 
machines or a cluster of nodes

Future plans include improving performance using a Graphical Processing Unit 
(GPU). We will use GPULib, an IDL library for using Nvidia’s CUDA, to 
accelerate the computations. If multiple GPUs are available, on one machine 
or several, the above parallel framework can be used with further GPU 
acceleration as well.

See http://www.txcorp.com/home/gpulib for more information about GPULib.

Spacetime gridding
SatelliteDL bins sets of swath variables onto a user-specified grid in space 
and time.

• averages over coarse grids with multiple swath variables

• for sparse data the spacetime grid may be dominated by missing values

• packs sparse data into list of cell index and value

• unpacks data for geospatial processing
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